
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN CHARACTER IN THE STORY RESERVATION

BLUES

Thomas Builds-the-Fire. Thomas, the novel's protagonist, is a year-old Spokane Indian. He is kind, compassionate, and
forgiving. He is also lonely and .

Junior had a traumatic childhood as well and the experience he had with his parents made him be more wary
about drinking in excess. They embody the angst involved in negotiating Indian survival as well as identity.
Soon the band named Coyote Springs begins to attract a great deal of attention, but some of the characters they
meet do not necessarily have the band's best interests in mind. The trio practices on the Spokane Indian
Reservation and they begin to attract a following. Thus, it retains the tension between past and present in a
narrative of flux and change implying that they may but not necessarily will parallel each other. Note: all page
numbers and citation info for the quotes below refer to the Grove Press edition of Reservation Blues published
in  Reservation Blues, p. Thomas is a good storyteller and he is known for his stories and for the way he
presents things that happened in the past. An Indian without reservations. Scholars such as Oliver and Ramsey
view it as an accommodation to segregation under Jim Crow, reflective of people too consumed with daily life
to engage in protest. Whether it is facing the high rates of alcoholism on the reservation, the stereotypes and
prejudice of non-Native Americans, or trying to survive on substandard government-supplied food, the
characters of the novel retain a dark and fatalistic sense of humor. Michael White Hawk The nephew of David
WalksAlong, he has just been released from prison after breaking his saxophone over the head of a white
cashier. American Indian Quarterly, 25,  The example essays in Kibin's library were written by real students
for real classes. Alexie posits a similar layering of past and present in RB. Lynn An Irish girl, who had a
relationship with Junior for a few months and then became pregnant. He arrives on the Spokane reservation in
search of Big Mom, a woman he believes can help him escape his deal with the devil. American Indian
Quarterly, 26 1 ,  The land where the blues began. We'll take a look right away. Egan, T.


